Pretty Things

Sunday, May 29, 2022 | 2:00 PM
Houston Ballet Orchestra conducted by Ermanno Florio
Stage Manager: Jonathan Moore

Today's performance will be two acts, with *Hush* removed from the program.

**ONE|end|ONE**

SOO YOUN CHO  
NAAZIR MUHAMMAD

Tyler Donatelli  
Luzemberg Santana

Chae Eun Yang  
Aaron Daniel Sharratt

Allison Miller  
Fernando Martin-Gullans

**INTERMISSION**

**PRETTY THINGS**

Henrique Barbosa  
Neal Burks

Syvert Lorenz Garcia  
Ryo Kato

Fernando Martin-Gullans  
Riley McMurray

Aaron Daniel Sharratt  
Song Teng

Elivelton Tomazi  
Connor Walsh

Jack Wolff

*Pretty Things* is underwritten by Allison and Troy Thacker

Casting subject to change.  
Once the performance begins, there is no re-entry.